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You are not alone

74% of SENCos say that administrative work takes up the majority of 
their allocated SENCo time, with only 23% of SENCos reporting they 
have enough time to ensure that children and young people with 
EHCPs can access the provision they need and only 14% saying they 
have enough time to ensure children on SEN Support can access the 
provision they need 

National SENCO Workload Survey 2020: Time To Review 2018-2020, Bath Spa University and nasen, 
2021. 

Numbers on SEND Support and EHCPS have increased nationally every 
year since 2015





3 take-aways

• Put fewer children on SEND register

• Distribute responsibility

• Use technology



Take-away one: put fewer children on SEND 
register
• Don’t assume that neuro-diversity of itself means child needs 

‘additional to and different from’ provision

• Ensure a good range of short-term targeted intervention programmes 
for children behind in language, literacy, maths, social and emotional 
learning (include pre-teaching) and don’t classify these as SEN 
provisions 

• Work to increase what is normally available in classrooms (high 
quality inclusive teaching) and in the school environment, so less 
additionality is needed



Who do we put on SEN register?

40% of summer-born boys are categorised as having SEND 
at some point in their primary years



SEN Support
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The environment
at Whitefield 



Zones of regulation 
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Therapeutic classroom - Shahana Knight 

• Calm lighting, flexible 
seating, a collage of photos 
of all the children to 
promote belonging, bar 
tables so staff can stand 
alongside and connect with 
children





Scaffolds

Help students to structure any piece of writing. Simply 
make the box as long as you’d expect the paragraph to be

Put an instruction for this paragraph in the box. This could 
also include a sentence starter or a feature you’d like them 
to include such as a statistic. 

You could colour code the boxes with varying degrees of 
challenge. 

Students stick the strip down the side of their page and 
write next to it.



Scaffolds : Talk/writing frames

Year 1

• They are the 
same 
because……………
……

• They are 
different 
because……………
……is…………and
…………is……………

Older …
• In some ways………and…..are alike. For 

instance they both………………………..

• Another feature they have in common 
is that………………………

• Furthermore they are 
both………………………

• However they also differ in that…. For 
example……………..whereas…………….

• The similarities/differences seem more 
significant than the 
similarities/differences because…….





Support for or alternatives to written 
recording

Assistive technology 



Making new learning concrete
½ + ¼ =

Concrete Pictorial
Real-world



Rachel Cosgrove – an example of making 
things concrete

• Atomic structure of the first 20 
elements of periodic table

• Created with smarties the 
students could eat afterwards



 
bar chart  

pie chart 
 

line graph 

 
 
 
 
 
 

x-axis   independent 
variable 
y-axis  dependent 
variable 

 

 

 
 

graphs 

 
 
graph scale  



Objectives:
-To learn that ….
-To understand that …

Key vocabulary





How can leaders make sure that every 
teacher can create classrooms like these? 



Carrot or stick?



Astrea Academy 

• Identified one faculty first to work with- acting as critical friend but 
not telling people what to do

• Staff discussed a range of questions they could explore and decided 
to focus on ‘How do I know that my curriculum and practice is 
inclusive?’

• Self evaluation led to bespoke CPD e.g. how to make abstract 
concepts concrete. Teachers went away and researched that 
themselves



Half a 

term
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Plan published 
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Stages of Support at Whitefield  



Houldsworth Valley Primary

• SENCO is a trained instructional coach … the adult being coached will 
watch a video of excellent practice and watch it with the coach. The 
coachee then scripts and practises an aspect of teaching,  with the 
coach observing… discussion afterwards

• But  the SENCO is also able to have challenging conversations with 
staff; she is according to the HT ‘relentless and holds people to 
account’



 The quality of teaching for pupils with SEN, and the 
progress made by pupils, should be a core part of 
the school’s performance management 
arrangements and its approach to professional 
development for all teaching and support staff. 









I’m Darren What people like and admire about 
me

Things I’m good 
at

Things I find 
hard

What teachers 
can do to help

Resources I need

• Explain words 
to me

• Always be fair

• Calm-down
place and 
exit cards





How can leaders make sure that every teacher 
can create inclusive classrooms

• Get teachers to see what it feels like

• Provide practical ideas and resources that 
won’t take too much time



@Humannotrobots@Humannotrobots
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 Joint planning - the ideal

 Surgeries and drop ins

 Suggest strategies



 Strategy sheet for a particular need

 Give the class/subject

teacher a copy with no 

more than three strategies 

highlighted 

 Best to involve them in 

choosing relevant strategies 

they’d like to try out



 Developmental drop-ins at Greenshaw Learning Trust-
fortnightly, one small actionable step for QFT



 Keep it on the boil- give people time to talk about what they 
have done , and share successes 

 Be creative – prize for using the top five 



 Put fewer children on SEND register

 Distribute responsibility

 Use technology



 To pupils themselves

 To peers

For high quality inclusive teaching - to class teachers and 
secondary subject leaders

For Plans/Profiles/Passports: 

 Primary to class teachers

 Secondary – expert, subject based SEN teams (e.g. Henley 
Bank). Tutors? Heads of Year? Other leaders ( Wellbeing lead) ? 

“ I don‘t think 
teachers have read 
my Pupil Passport 
for a while – can you 
send it out”











Henley Bank SEN Team

“I once had 60 children in Y7 who all needed SEND meetings to 

be scheduled promptly. The members of team each met with 

eight sets of parents and guardians, while I met with slightly 

more, after which we reached agreements and produced student 

passports outlining the type of provision that would be needed.

These student passports were written by my team in collaboration 

with our young people and their parents and contain important 

items of information class teachers need to see”
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Take-away 3 Use technology
“The software we use, EduKey, lets us give individual students their 

own dedicated progress page which parents then have access to. 

Instead of me overseeing our provision alone, everyone in my team –

whether they’re running a language group, performing pre-teaching 

or any other intervention – will enter those provisions into EduKey, 

which then lets me instantly run a report on any child.

I’ll quality assure, check costings and ensure the correct funding 

streams are being used, but otherwise, come half term I won’t have 

personally had to enter much into our provision map. I can still examine 

and easily report on all the provision we offer at the school, thanks to 

the time we’ve spent training our team” SENCO Henley Bank



Karen Pilling March 2022 Implications for SEND in the New 
Ofsted Inspection Framework



What works for 
you in beating 
bureaucracy ?


